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Abstract: - This project presents a secure test wrapper (STW) design that is compatible with the IEEE 1500
standard. STW protects not only internal scan chains but also primary inputs and outputs, which may contain
critical information (such as encryption keys) during the system operation. To reduce the STW area, flip-flops in
the wrapper boundary cells also serve as the LFSR to generate the golden key. We propose to design a Cipher
block chain based test wrapper design. We also propose the testing methodology based on Golden keys. We
perform testing outside the module which provides high security. The designed module or block can be ported in
to FPGA Processor. The system will be designed using Verilog HDL and simulated using Modalism Software.
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1. Introduction
In the system-on-chip (SoC) era, many embedded cores are purchased from external Intellectual Property (IP)
vendors. To ensure the secure operation of SoCs, it is very important for SoC integrators to prevent critical data
stored in IP cores from being hacked. Data protection is especially important for encryption/decryption IP cores,
such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) decoders/encoders, in communication applications. Security has
become an important concern for modern SoC designers as well as computer-aided design (CAD) tools [1]–[3].
[1]–[3]. In scan mode, SoCs are especially vulnerable to attack because internal data can be controlled and
observed through scan chains [4],[5].

Figure 1: Security problem of a test wrapper
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Traditional secure design for testability (DFT) techniques tries to protect internal scan chains from being
controlled or observed by unauthorized test access. Traditional secure DFT techniques may be suitable for
single chips but not for SoC because the primary inputs/outputs of cores are not protected. Fig. 1 illustrates a
potential attack via insecure test wrapper. During critical system operations, important data (such as AES
encryption keys) are transferred from memory to the AES core via primary inputs or outputs. Those important
data, when captured by the test wrappers, may be shifted out and observed in boundary scan mode. The original
IEEE 1500 test wrapper does not provide any security protection for PI/PO. It is therefore very important to
have a secure test wrapper designed for critical IP cores, such as AES. The proposed STW technique has the
following advantages. First of all, STW is designed and implemented by SoC integrators so it provides security
in the system level. Once a core is wrapped by STW, not even the original (external) IP provider can attack the
core, which increases the confidence of SoC costumers. (Direct memory dump is too large and the key position
is unknown to the IP designer. However, the exact location of the key in the IP core is known to the IP
designer.) Second, unlike other techniques which change the original circuit design, STW requires no
modification in the original IP cores. SoC integrators can easily apply STW without any knowledge of the IP
internal design. Third, STW is fully compatible with the IEEE 1500 standard. STW wrapped cores works
seamlessly fine with original IEEE 1500 wrapped cores in the same SoC. Of course, only STW wrapped cores
are protected in scan mode, the others are not. Finally, the STW key length can be easily extended using LFSR
without extra area overhead. On the contrary, using a fixed seed is not flexible, and the area overhead increases
with the size of key. The following assumptions are made. First of all, the LFSR polynomial is kept secret and
only the SoC integrator knows the goldenSTWK not even the original IP provider could unlock the STW. This
is a valid assumption because the SoC integrator is in charge of testing the SoC while IP providers are not.
Secondly, a functional test of STW is proposed based on the RTL design generated by our tool, STW compiler.
As long as the STW is synthesized with the RTL code provided by the STW compiler, no RTL faults will
unlock the core without receiving the correct STWK. Since the actual gate level implementation of STW
depends on the synthesis library, it is impossible to propose a structural test for all possible implementations of
STW.

2. Proposed Work
2.1 Architecture of STW

Figure 2: Architecture of STW
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2.1.1 Hardware Architecture
Figure 2, shows the architecture of the proposed STW, with the modified components highlighted. The inputs
and outputs of internal scan chains are gated by the unlock signal, which is generated by the STW controller.
Both IWBR and OWBR are replaced by their secure versions, SIWBR and SOWBR, respectively. In addition to
the original wrapper serial ports (WSP), an extra input Secure Enable is needed. The WIR is also slightly
modified to decode one extra instruction, UNLOCK_STW, and generate STW control signals.
Figure 3, shows the state diagram and output signals of the STW controlled. When powered up, the STW
controller is in the IDLE state. When the Init LFSR signal is asserted, the LFSR is loaded with a predefined seed
that generates the golden STWK. When Start Controller=1, the controller enters the COMPARE state, in which
the input bit stream from the WSI is compared with the golden STWK.

Figure 3: STW Controller
After the comparison is done (compare_done=1) , if every bit of the input bit stream matches the golden
STWK(STWK_match=1) , the wrapper enters the UNLOCK state. The unlock signal rises to one in the
UNLOCK state. If there is any mismatch during the key comparison, STW returns to the idle state without
unlocking. Only after STW enters the UNLOCK state are the internal chains allowed to shift and wrapper
boundary registers allowed to capture. When WRSTN=0, the STW controller resets and then returns to the
IDLE state. For simplicity, the comparator and counter are not shown in this figure. This is a Moore finite state
machine, so glitches on the unlock signal are prevented during state transitions.
In the COMPARE state, the golden STWK is generated by an on-chip LFSR. Longer LFSR provides better
security with the cost of larger area. To reduce the area overhead, the LFSR can be embedded in the wrapper
boundary registers. Since some WBCs may have more than one flip-flop the update flip-flops can serve as the
LFSR beforeSTW is unlocked.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4: (a) SIWBC. (b)SOWBC
Figure 4(a), shows an implementation of the secure input wrapper boundary cell (SIWBC). Compared with the
original WBC, the SIWBC has one additional MUX (bolded).
When InitLFSR is asserted, the update flip-flop is initialized to either a one or zero, which is predetermined by
the LFSR seed solver .When the LFSR is enabled (EnLFSR=1), the LFSR path is connected from LFSRin to
LFSRout through the update flip-flop. The other paths of the SIWBC remain unchanged. When
CaptureSWR=1,the function path is connected from WFI to WFO. When ShiftSWR=1, the shift path is
connected from WSI to WSO through the shift flip-flop.
In total, five new control signals and two I/O signals are needed for this SIWBC. Fig. 4(b) shows an
implementation of the secure output boundary cell (SOWBC). Compared with the original WBC, the proposed
SOWBC has two additional multiplexers (bolded). The LFSR path is connected from LFSRin to LFSRout
through the update flip-flop. The safe path provides a safe output so that the core under test does not generate
hazardous outputs to the subsequent cores. In total, six new control signals and three I/O signals are added to
thisSOWBC.
From Figures 4(a) and 4(b), it is shown that SIWBC is smaller than SOWBC because the former does not
require a safe path. Therefore, to reduce the area of STW, the SIWBC has higher priority to be used for LFSR
than the SOWBC. That means, if the degree of LFSR is smaller than the number of primary inputs, only the
SIWBC is used. SOWBC is used only when the degree of LFSR is larger than the number of SIWBC. The
degree of LFSR must be smaller than the total number of WBCs; otherwise, additional flip-flops are needed to
implement the LFSR. Usually, this limitation is not a problem because most cores have hundreds of I/O pins,
which is plenty enough for a very long LFSR.
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For length-m registers they produce a sequence of length 2^m − 1 . The duty cycle of the STWK Sequence is
c=[M-1]/[N-1];
Where, N=Length of STWK Sequence and

M=Number of ones in STWK-Sequence.

Balance Property:-Of the (2^m)-1 terms,2^(m-1) are one and {2^(m-1)}-1 are zero.

Figure 5: Secure WIR
Figure 5, shows how control signals are generated in the secure version of WIR. The ShiftSWR is selected by
the unlock signal. Before STW is unlocked (unlock=0), secure boundary wrapper registers are allowed to shift
(ShiftSWR=1) but no update (UpdateSWR=0) is allowed. This configuration ensures that the secure WBR is
never controlled or observed through the boundary scan chain before being unlocked. The STW controller starts
(StartController=1) if an instruction UNLOCK_STW is loaded and SecureEnable=1. Only after the wrapper is
unlocked (Unlock=1) do ShiftSWR and UpdateSWR operate normally. When the user loads an INTEST
instruction, then CaptureSWR of the SOWBC is connected to CaptureWR. When the user loads an EXTEST
instruction, then CaptureSWR of the SIWBC is connected to CaptureWR.

2.1.2 Security Analysis
The security of STW is determined by two factors: the length of STWK(k) and the degree(d) of LFSR . To
quantitatively analyze the security of STW, three possible scenarios are discussed in the following. First of all, if
the hacker knows nothing about k or d , then he has to try exhaustively all bit sequences of lengths 1 to .Security
is defined as the reciprocal of the probability to unlock STW by random trial. Second, if the hacker knows k but
not d, he has to try exhaustively all bit sequences of length. The security of scenario two is equal to the number
of all possible bit sequences of length.
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Securityscenario-2 = 2k
In the last scenario, if the hacker knows both k and d, then his search space is slightly smaller than that of the
second scenario. The security of scenario three can be estimated as
l
Security
scenario-3 = 2 k+1
Security
scenario-1 = 2

Approximately, l ranges from d to the smaller between k and 2d. Normally, k is no less than because it is a
waste of area to design an LFSR longer than the key. It is seen that STW provides very good security for a
reasonable number d .

2.1.3 Testing STW
It is very important to test the STW and make sure that no security holes are induced by any defects in the
STW. Five STW components have to be tested thoroughly: the STW controller, AND gates of internal scan
chains, SIWBC, SOWBC, and WIR. Since the STW controller generates control signals, it must not be tested by
scanning. Furthermore, the STW controller can be implemented using different cell libraries so it is impossible
to generate a structural test for all possible implementations. In test A, the UNLOCK_STW instruction is loaded
and an incorrect STWK is applied. The STW should not be unlocked in this test. The correct value of unlock is
zero and the faulty value is one. An additional multiplexer (highlighted) is inserted to observe the unlock signal
at the WSO output. After that, standard IEEE 1500 instructions, such as EXTEST and INTEST, are loaded and
executed. Neither the internal chains nor the external chains are supposed to shift in the meantime. Test A
detects stuck-at one faults on the unlock signals in the WIR as well as AND gates of the internal chains. In test
B, the UNLOCK_STW instruction is loaded again but this time a correct STWK is applied to unlock STW.
After that, IEEE 1500 instructions are loaded and executed. Test B detects the stuck-at zero fault on the unlock
signal in the WIR as well as AND gates of the internal chains. In test C, an alternating ―101010…‖ pattern is
shifted into the wrapper boundary cells, followed by an immediate UpdateSWR and CaptureSWR. For a faultfree circuit, the shift-out pattern is identical to the shift-in pattern. However, if EnLFSR is stuck at one, then the
shift out pattern would be altered. Every RTL fault in the STW controller is detected by the proposed functional
test so the RTL fault coverage is 100%. STW controller is very small in size so the structural fault coverage of
STW controller is almost negligible compared to the whole circuit. After unlocking STW, both the SIWBC and
the SOWBC can be fully tested by regular scan tests. The test patterns of SIWBC and SOWBC can be easily
generated by ATPG. Similarly, faults in WIR can also be detected by ATPG patterns because the WIR can be
scanned. It is the SoC integrators’ responsibility to generate valid ATPG test patterns.

Figure 5: Functional test of STW
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3 Simulation Results
In proposed architecture, the higher throughput, less power consumption and less area are achieved .The
architecture is implemented using spartan3E family and XC3S500E device in Xilinx 9.2i.The proposed system
is written in Verilog HDL language and synthesized in Xilinx 9.2i and stimulated using Modalism 5.7. Dynamic
power is defined as amount of power consumed by switching activities of FF, where as static power is power
consumed by leakage current. In 200MHz operation the Coprocessor consumes 79mW in static and 96mW in
dynamic in the total summation of 175mW.

Figure 6: RTL View of Proposed Architecture
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Figure 7: Technology Schematic View

Figure 8: Device Utilization Results
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